























































development  of   free   audio   software.   In   the  world  of   free   software   there   are 
dozens of .mp3, .ogg and CD players.  Some of them outperform equivalent non­
free packages.  As  far as software for audio recording  is concerned some free­
software packages are still   lagging behind non­free counterparts.    In addition, 

















themselves  as audio enthusiasts  being  involved  in various artistic,  cultural  or 
civil   society  development  projects.    However,  professionals  working   for   radio 
stations, news agencies or in organizations where audio editing and processing is 
an important activity may find this document useful in order to plan migration to 
free software.    Since there are attempts to provide users with integrated   free 
software audio solutions, system integrators may find this document useful to 
consider   what   target   groups   they   may   address   to.     In   addition,   various 
development agencies and donors may find this document useful when planning 
their  program strategies   to   aid   various   organizations   and   individuals  on   the 
territory of their operation.   
Indeed, computer audio applications are omnipresent in many fields of 
everyday  work.  Advocacy    work  of    NGOs,  media,   arts  and  culture,   ecology, 
health, work with children and youth, education are just some application fields 
where audio applications are being used often.  Hence, people from many fields 
may   need   free   audio   applications   and   consult   this   document     in   order   to 
undertake   training   efforts   and   become   equipped   with   powerful   audio 




to   present   clearly     one's   needs   and   requests,   wisdom   of   handling   various 
temperaments and cultural characteristics.   
Audio Tools and Free Software
  Although,   audio   applications   look   very   intuitive   and   simple   to   use, 
professional  work   requires  more   knowledge   about   technical   areas,   such   as: 











be able to communicate with various hardware based on standards,   i.e.    PCI, 
USB,   IEEE1394,   MIDI   and   other   standards   and   protocols.     Although 
recommendations for audio protocols, standards and application guidelines are 
recommended   by   AES   (Audio   Engineering   Society)   many   commercial 
manufacturers of audio hardware do not strictly follow those recommendations 
and guidelines.   Some manufacturers manufacture their studio equipment and 

































free   software  manufacturers   are   facing   financial   difficulties   and   the  major 
software manufacturers are being acquired by larger corporations such as Apple, 
Yamaha and Sony.     On the other hand, the fast development of hardware with 




the  development  of   audio   applications   and   increased  need   for   control   from 
publishing  and  producing  associations  and  corporations.    A  need   to   impose 
absolute control on audio file formats, broadcast, file sharing is still a threat for 
the freedom of software in the audio field.  
Some  manufacturers   such   as   Cirrus   Logic   Inc.   have   invented   new  ways   of 
transmitting audio signal by using Ethernet. That technology called CobraNet is 
currently   the most  promising concept;   instead of   traditional  audio  input  and 
output connectors it is possible to use an Ethernet interface, thus enabling users 
to   deploy   various   forms   of   networking   including   multiplexing,   broadcast, 
multicast,  blogging etc.    That technology may be a challenge to developers of 
open hardware to create their own audio/Ethernet devices.   A good example of 
manufacturers   that   manufacture   audio/Ethernet   computer   audio   cards   is 











desirable,  since some   complex  operations require  simultaneous control  over 
many   important   elements   such   as   cueing   in   the  playlist,   audio   signal   level, 
transfer of files over local area network etc.   Thus there a few that may be used 
easily by the average or beginner user. However, this does not mean that other 




used   in   some   very   demanding   environments   such     as   in   movie   and 
advertisement   industries.    Ecasound   is  powerful  multi­track   sound   recording 
software   that   may   function   nicely   on   computers   with   weaker   technical 
specifications.  But, average user is not expected to discover all their potentials so 





Audio   applications   are   often   made   of   two   layers:   the  core   layer  and   the 
presentation layer.  The core layer is made of an audio engine; the audio engine is 
the   part   of   the   application   that   is   responsible   for   audio   processing)   and 
sometimes the relational database management system (RDBMS). The RDBMS is  
the  part of the software that retrieves stores audio files from and to the relational 
database (such   as  MySQL) and there is also an  audio storage core.  This audio 
storage   core   takes   care   control   of   various   audio   storage   systems     The 
Presentation layer is actually the part of the application that enables us to interact 
with   it.     The   majority   of   audio   applications   have   an   audio   engine   and 
presentation layer only.    However,  uses may combine several  applications for 
demanding   tasks,   for   example,   interaction   with   a   relational   database   and 
versioning   system  may  be  desirable   in   complex   environments.     Professional 
artists,  scientists,  radio program producers  and audio engineers  often require 
databases   (ie.  MySQL  or  Postgres)   and/or   versioning   software   (i.e.  CVS  or 
Subversion) for conducting their work professionally.   Some software packages 
for  radio station automation require  MySQL  installed and configured prior   to 
installation of playback automation software.     Such an approach requires that 
users  have basic skills in database management and versioning systems.   This is 







interviews,   sound   effects,   completed  mixdowns.     Such  mixdowns    may   be 
broadcasted or recorded on CDs, DVDs, directly from the application itself or by 












In   truth   the   functionality   of   the   majority   of   free   software     audio 




and  Audacity    have   the   capability   to   record   multichannel     sound   files, 
multichannel recording and editing is more often done in Ardour or Rosegarden.
Choosing an application for audio recording and editing
Although   there   are   plenty   of   audio   recording   and   editing   software 
packages such as Snd, Rezound, Audacity and others, many average users choose 
their favorite application from   how obvious, comprehensive and manageable 
the  application's   interface  is,  how stable   the  application  is,   if   the  application 
produces   unwanted   sound   artifacts   (clicks,   pops,   glitches),   how   precisely   it 
performs   and which audio file formats it  imports and exports to.  
Some   audio   recording   and   editing   applications   such   as  Snd  are   more 
sophisticated.  Snd  does  have a  built   in  listener   that   is  capable of   listening  to 






is   :”Trash  in  –   trash out”.    This   rule  says   that   the quality  of   recording  is   the 
8
essential  point   in   the  management  of  audio recordings.  There   is  no software 
which may fully recover badly recorded sound.   The role of  Rezound, Audacity, 
Snd  and   similar   software   packages   is   not   to   successfully   repair   very   bad 
















audio   card   with   professional   technical   specifications   that   is   supported   in 
GNU/Linux,   using   proper   microphones,   microphone   preamplifiers,   cables, 
connectors.     Indeed,   it   is   needed   to   acquire   certain   recording   skills   and 
knowledge   on   physics   of   sound,   functions   of   audio   recording   and   editing 




familiar  with.    A   level  of  professionalism is  always  gained by  experience and 
keeping intact your hearing capabilities.   “Louder is not always better”, the first 
lesson   of   audio   recording.     “User   is   recording   sound,   not   graphical 
representation of file on  user's computer monitor”, the second lesson.  “Chain is 
strong as it is strong its weakest link”, the third lesson.  
Audio recording requires,  not only  technical  knowledge,  but some talent and 
feeling   for   subtle   differences.     Thus,   skills   for   professional   recording     of 
interviews,   speech   in   some  cases   are  not   too  hard   to   acquire.     Professional 
recording  of  music   is  different   thing  and   it   requires   a   lot   of   skills   including 


















with the popular non­free  Sound Forge  package.   The interface is intuitive and 




select part of the file,  cut it,  copy or apply various operations to it  with ease. 






It   is  very much a standalone application and it  runs smoothly over  graphical 
environments such as, GNOME, KDE and Window Maker.   When capturing and 
editing audio   450 or 500MHZ with 128M RAM and 4GB HD is the bottom line 
configuration   that  may  perform   reliable   sound   recording.     Although     sound 
recording is possible on weaker configurations it is strongly recommended to use 













Yahoo.     It   comes   with   KDE,   Gnome,   Windowmaker   and   other   graphical 
environments     as   in   GNU/Linux.     Since   it   is   equipped   with   GNU/Linux 
compatibility   features  many   GNU/Linux   software   packages  may   operate   in 
FreeBSD.     Solaris   is   non­free   operating   system   manufactured   by   the   Sun 
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files   too.    On  the  bottom it  shows a  peak meter,   small  but  handy  frequency 
presence and phase display.   Recording itself may be started by pressing the red 
recording button on the top­left part of the display. The user is prompted with 
the ability   to  define  type of   file,  resolution,  sample rate  and other   important 




more than sufficient in using  Rezound  in media environments, as  long as the 
user has the basic skills of audio recording, microphone positioning and digital 
signal processing practise.  Even, some filters and other controls being provided 
in  Rezound  may   be   suitable   for   scientific  work   rather   than  work   in  media 
organisations.  
Rezound and LADSPA plug­ins
A very important part of the design of  Rezound  is     that it   is  capable to 
interact directly with  LADSPA plug­ins.   LADSPA  stands for Linux Audio Digital 
Signal  Plugin  Architecture.    This,  makes  dozens  of  audio  processing  plug­ins 
available.   Though, some plug­ins are not useful for media organisations, some 
such   as  Noise   Gate  and   other   dynamic   processors   are   quite   useful   when 














Since each room does  have  its  own  form,   it   is  made of  various  materials  ad 
therefore it does absorb or reflect low, middle or high frequencies differently.  It 
is hard to  do proper recording in such environments without unwanted sound 





and  humidity   such   as   in   open   space.    Due   to   changes   of   temperature   and 
humidity the speed and absorption of sound is being changed thus changing its 





quality   recording,   but   it   is  much   easier   and  pleasant   to   listen   voice   that   is 

























Graphical   representation  of  LADSPA  plug­ins   is     usually  made  of   two  parts. 
Firstly, there is a tabbed display which enables the user to change parameters by 
typing   them   in   required   fields   or   moving   appropriate   faders,   checking 
14
checkboxes etc. and secondly, a separate tab to define routing of the signal as it 
is   presented   on   the   above   image.     The   use   of   some   filters   require   a  wider 
knowledge of digital signal processing and related disciplines, but the majority of 
plug­ins may be used in a straightforward manner efficiently in audio editing 
activities.   Since  LADSPA  is an ongoing project, it is expected that the number 
and quality of plug­ins will  rapidly increase in the future so the users will  be 






transforming   audio   recording   in   a   creative  way.     Thus,   the   freedom  of   the 
software may serve directly for the implementation of freedom of speech and 
expression in some media organizations.  Efficiency of the use of Rezound would 




featured   audio   recording   and   editing   application.     Some   developers   and 
contributors   such   as   Phil   Burk   and   Roger   Dannenberg   are   experienced 
programmers for digital audio processing and with Unix .  Thanks to this and the 






audio   applications   should   not   have   problems interacting   with  Audacity. 
Audacity  is   a   cross­platform digital   audio   application,   so   it  may  be  used  on 
various platforms enabling the user to migrate easier to free operating systems 
afterwards.   It is available for Windows, Mac OSX.   Those who prefer FreeBSD 
operating   system  may   use  port   of  Audacity    for   FreeBSD,   since   FreeBSD   is 
equipped with GNU/Linux  software binary compatibility feature so GNU/Linux 




software application has some very  important characteristics  that  outperform 
many commercial packages.  Users can request for a feature and be in touch with 
developers  who   are  willing   to   include   that   feature   in     future   releases.     The 
community of developers is open to listening to users for their comments and 
experience in using the software package.  The development is fast, releases are 







RAM and  fast  HD as   the bottom line.    Even that  configuration may satisfy  a 
modest   radio   station.     I   have   been   involved   in   a   project   where   the   radio 




the   recordings,   such  as     fact   finding  missions   in   localities  where   there   is  no 
access to electricity and no possibility to bring expensive recording equipment 
and   their   demanding   power   supplies.     Power   supplies   are   sometimes   very 
expensive equipment.   Power conditioners are often enormously expensive and 
often   not   affordable   to   advocacy   groups   or   independent  media.    However, 
laptops with good quality batteries may be very helpful and if laptop is equipped 







back  audio   files,   yet  having  enough  CPU  for  modest  audio  editing.     Indeed, 












in order to replace very expensive audio applications.    However,  Audacity for 
Mac OS X may satisfy audio enthusiasts, radio program manager including those 








for   handling.   It   can   record   at   once   16   audio   channels,   but   multi­channel 
recording audio card is required for that. In real work, it is more needed to have 
capability   of   handling   many   files   than   being   capable   of   recording   many 
channels.   This is useful,  since often audio editing for a radio or TV program 
means   keeping   available   various   versions   of   four   channel   recordings,   this 
requires presence of eight or twelve audio channels for instant playback.   It is 
very important to stress that commercial vendors price such software packages 
very   high   and   that   any   additional   effect   processing   plug­ins   need   to   be 









However,   they   are   not   free   (free   as   in   freedom)   and   there   are   successful 
replacements   in the world of free software.     Since Audacity  is open to Nyquist 
programming   language   its   limits   are  high  up   there   in   the   sky.    Nyquist  is   a 
powerful   language   named   after   Harrold   Nyquist   who   was   very   important 
theorian of audio recording. Nyquist is aimed at sound processing and synthesis. 
Users who do have basic programming skills and a good knowledge of sound 
may  experiment  with   it   and  gain   astonishing   results   that   can  be   applied   in 
science as well as in contemporary arts.  Indeed, those who are audio enthusiasts 
or professionals without programming skills should not expect from the Nyquist 
part   of  Audacity  immediate   satisfying   results.     The   project   leader  Dominic 
Mazzoni has developed a dynamic range compressor plug­in that may be often 
used in media organizations.  However, compressor, limiter and echo processor 
are often the most frequently used computer assisted tools.      Although, many 
media     organizations   use   specially   designed   hardware   for   such   purposes, 
software  plug­ins  may be  quite  handy,   these  can be  successful   replacements 
from the point of functionality, cost saving and upgrade . 
Although,  Audacity  DSP effects do not function in a real­time regime they do 
have a  Preview  button which enable  the user to preview how audio files  will 
sound after the effect has been applied.  Real­time regime assume that change of 
sound is audible instantly and immediately so the user does not feel and delay 
while   processing   of   audio   is   being   done.   Recordings   made   in   broadcast 
environments are usually intact and they  just need some editing touches.  But, 
recordings made by advocacy and civic groups outside a broadcast environment 









Traditional   audio   recording   studios   are   equipped   with   expensive   mixing 
consoles that serve for multichannel recording and mixing of audio recordings. 
Thus, in traditional studio there are various microphones or devices plugged in 




card   and   handle  multiple   audio   channels.   Thus,   instead   of   the   real  mixing 
console, software with graphical representation of mixing console interact with 





click and drag procedure as    is  shown on the above image. This tool   is quite 
handy   when   fast   editing   is   needed.     Those   who   are  more   accustomed   to 
traditionally set up audio studios would prefer virtual mixing consoles instead of 
an envelope tool.  Journalists,  members of advocacy groups and various audio 
enthusiasts  may find the envelope tool  quite  useful   for  fast editing purposes. 
Final recordings may be exported in compressed and uncompressed audio file 
formats   for  broadcast,   recording  on  CDROMs,  USB  flash  or  other  media   for 
transport and archiving on audio storage facilities.  The free compressed format 
(.ogg),  is sufficient enough to replace proprietary  .mp3  format when there is a 
need for high compression of audio files.   But since many professional sound 





scientific,  medical  and even forensic applications.    Audacity  is  equipped with 
capability to display audio recordings as spectrograms that  show the amount of 
energy in various frequency bands. The amounts of energy are represented by 




analyzed  by   the  Audacity  spectrogram  feature.     Thus,  users  may   focus   their 








Free   software   packages   are   not   always   envisioned   and   designed   as 
primarily commodity products and therefore tend to work on a different set of 
principles. At times they can  look like some 'user friendly' applications from the 





package.    The concept of   features  in the world of   free­software  is  sometimes 
rather envisioned as an organic form which grows its branches and therefore 
features sometimes in an unexpected way.        Because of this,  users often use 
applications that are equipped with features that are very rare or non­existing in 
the world of commodified software.  The increase of features and the appearance 
of   new   software   packages   decreases   the   need   for     expensive   hardware 
equipment.  This  puts   the  user   in  a   situation  to  create    his/her  own working 










placed  outside   the   computer.    Users  may   use  microphones,   cassette   decks, 
dictaphones,  CD players  and  other   recording  equipment  which   they  use   for 
recording activities in their work. However, in traditional studio it is needed to 
have various devices ant to connect them with various cables and connectors. 






















computer   in  order   to  do  audio   recording  he/she  interacts  with   its  operating 
system which enable  user   to  start  audio  application,  audio  application  itself, 
audio card that through its drivers communicate with an operating system and 
















purpose.     If   user  performs   simple   audio   recording     tasks   then  usual   system 




involved   in   interviewing   citizens   on   certain   social   issues   does   not   need 
multichannel   recording   also.     But,   local   cultural   worker   involved   in   audio 
22
recording   of   local   orchestra   may   need   computer   dedicated   for   audio 






















technically   sufficient   audio   cards   that   can   perform   audio   recording   on   a 
professional level.   Some of those audio cards are equipped with 4, 6 or 8 audio 
inputs  and outputs   for  more  complex  audio  applications  and software   inter­
connections.      Those who are involved in planning and design of  their audio 
system should seriously take into consideration rule saying that each chain is 
strong as it is strong its weakest link.  Thus, technical specifications of hardware 













and  complex   audio  mixing  and  processing   techniques  may  be   implemented 
seamlessly.      The easiest  control  of  Jack's  patchbay  is  by using  qjackctl  so all 
inter­connections are at the user's fingertips.     (Seamless operation is possible 
with  personal  computers   that  do  have CPU stronger   than 1GHz and at   least 
256MB of RAM.  But, nowadays such personal computers are commonly present 
in  offices   and   studios.     Beside   those   applications   there   are  more   and  more 
applications that  are compatible with Jack.).     Implementation of patchbays is 
known to people that do have experience working in radio, music or TV studios. 
But,   advantage   of   personal   computer   and   free   software   is   that   expensive 
equipment  and  patchbay   inter­connection  devices   from studios  are   free  and 













helpful   tool   in   such   situations   and   it   replace   expensive   equipment   and 




that  are  compatible  with  Jack.    Bearing   in  mind  that  some very  professional 









some   audio   cards   supported   in   GNU/Linux   are   manufactured   with   rigor 
technological criteria they may serve for high school and university education 
and   activities   in   applied   sciences   such   as   ecology,   various  measurements, 









Diagram on the next page shows principle of interconnection with jack2







professional  multichannel recording on digital  audio workstations.     Jack  itself 
has   solved   some  of   those  problems,  but  Ardour  is   a  multichannel   recording 
audio software that is  designed to operate as a professional multichannel audio 
recording workstation.  
Its  native file   format  is  EBU (European Broadcast  Union) broadcast  wave file 
format   that   is   standard   for  broadcast  environments.    Ardour  supports  major 
professional file formats such as .wav, .aiff, .riff, .au, .snd etc.    Ardour is capable 
of   interacting  with  SCSI   and   firewire   (IEE1394)   hard  disks.     It   is   capable   of 
communicating with software packages that store large size files  in computer 
configurations with several hard disks.   This is very important when logging of 
radio   program   is   required   due   to   legal   obligations   for   radio   stations   that 
broadcast   news   and   live­talk   program.   The  mixing   and   editing   controls   for 
Ardour  may   be   associated   with  MIDI   control   change   parameters,   so  MIDI 
control   surfaces   and   keyboards  may   be   used   to   control  Ardour.     A   virtual 
multichannel mixing console and more than 80 plug­ins that maybe applied on 
an unlimited numbers of tracks or more than 24 channels of recording, make 
Ardour  a   really   professional   looking   application.     It   has   a   well   developed 
graphical   user   interface   and   convenient   positioning  of   controls,   these  make 
Ardour  easy   to  work  with  and   increasingly   sound engineers  will   find  Ardour 
among their favorite applications.   Most of the controls are accessible in a small 
number of steps, so users do not need to remember complicated procedures to 
achieve desired results.    Commercial    non­free applications with features like 
Ardour would be very expensive.   Despite the argument of price, those who are 










requires  Jack  to be set  up and started correctly  prior  to starting of  Ardour.  A 























definition  provides  us  with   an  opportunities   for  better   interaction   for   sight­






soundcard control  mixers,  ALSA drivers,  various players  are  fully  controllable 
from the  command  line shell.    Due to   its  complexity  Ecasound  is  capable  of 
multichannel recording, applying various effects with different parameters and 
mixing  of   incoming  audio   signal.     Actually,   it   is   fully   featured  multichannel 
recording software without native graphic user interface.  All parameters that we 
set by using graphic user interface in other sound recording applications we can 
can   set   by   using  Ecasound.    When  we   look   carefully   we   apply   a   chain   of 
parameters   to   each   track   that   we   record   by   using  multichannel   recording 
software.  The same applies for Ecasound.  It is necessary to write so­called chain 
commands. Ecasound chain command may look like  example below: 
ecasound -b:512 -r -f:16,4,44100 \
-a:1 -i jack -el:reverb,1500,0,0,0,1,1,1 \
-a:2 -i jack -el:reverb,1000,0,0,1,0,1,0 \
-a:3 -i jack -el:reverb,2500,0,0,1,1,0,1 \
-a:4 -i jack -ef3:800,1.5,0.9 -km:1,400,4200,74,1 
-km:2,0.1,1.5,71,1 \
-a:all -o /home/your-directory/your-4channel-recording.wav 
In this example   we set up four channels for audio input via the  Jack, added a 
LADSPA reverb effect to the first three channels,  Ecasound’s  resonant lowpass 
filter   to   the   last   track,   set   up  a  MIDI   controller   for   the  Ecasound  filter   and 
recorded   incoming  audio   streams   into  a   four­channel  WAV  file.    With   some 







Usually,   streaming  is   focused on compressed audio  content.     It  may  be  very 







There   is   version   for   the  Microsoft  Windows   and   GNU/Linux.     In   addition, 












approach   to   their  work.     In   fact,   the   operation   of   a   radio   station   is   highly 
demanding task that needs a simple interface for operation that is not easy to 
accomplish. But, using GPIO devices (General Purpose Input Output) is one of 
the  ways     that   enable   technicians   and   sound   engineers   to   connect   various 
devices with their computers and manage their operations.  Technicians should 




















fact   has   opened   a   field   of   opportunities   for   independent   journalists,   civic 










operating   system.     It's 
graphical user interface 
is   simple,   all   features 
are straightforward and 
it is easy to use. This is 
very   important   since 
radio   speakers,  DJs,   or 
other   people   who 
conduct   the   program 
usually   have very busy 
hands;   writing   notes, 
preparing CDs,  moving 
microphones,     holding 
the   telephone  handset, 
communicating   with 
sound   engineers   etc. 







Recording of  news,   readings,  songs,  various announcements  must  be an easy 
task. so the news, additions, announcements may be added to the program easily 
and   instantly,   with   no   interruption   of   program and   in   a   timely   manner. 
Soundpanel  stores audio recordings in user defined directories.   It  can run on 



















activity   with  metering   and   the   location  where   the   recording  will   be   stored 
ensuring that the audio settings are at the user's fingertips. The ability to  queue 
recordings  and  name   them on   the   sound  panel  makes  possible  an  easy  and 
smooth management of   the  radio program.    The use  of  audio  CDs with  pre­
recorded   audio  material   is   also   easy,   since   there   is   a   ripping   capability   of 
Soundpanel.   It is possible to name tracks according to the needs of the user.   A 
very important control is the ability to normalize ripped audio material.  Actually, 











Rivendell  is   the  horse  power   and  brain   of   the   radio   station.     It   is   an 
application     carefully   designed   to   have   in  mind   systemic   approach   to   the 
operation of   the  radio  station.    A  radio station needs  to  have a  collection of 





relational   database   software   capable   of   handling   this   and   even  much  more 






parts   should  be   accessible   from  the   computers   that   are  dedicated   to   traffic, 
production  or   control   room.     The  multiuser   and  networking   architecture   of 
GNU/Linux allows such a complex  design  to  exist  and  is  materialized  in   the 
software   package  Rivendell.  Rivendell  may   be   installed   on  GNU/Linux   and 
Windows platform.4
Rivendell design meets criteria of complex radio station system
4 This diagram is used from Salem Radio Labs www site.
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MySQLCC  is a frontend that enables users to manage a database that is initially 
created by the installation of Rivendell  itself.   Actually, Rivendell  initializes a set 
of tables that are designed in a way to manage  sets of data needed to manage a 
radio   station.     In   those   tables   users   can   define   and  manage  music   genres, 
playlists,   times of  broadcast,  properties  of  audio files  etc.    A database  that   is 
initialized by installing  Rivendell  is  sufficient enough for management of very 
complex radio station so the user does not need to have expertise in relational 











database   and   vice   versa.     Those   two   elements   of   work   are   inextricable   for 
successful   for.   Instead   of   traditional   numerous   rooms   for   storage   of   audio 
recordings it is possible to do the same job on computers and database software. 
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Simplicity of management is necessary precondition for successful operation
RDAirPlay  is   a   component   of  Rivendell  that   reminds 
experienced   radio   technicians   and   sound   engineers   of 
devices that were very costly just a couple of years ago. 
Today, it is possible to perform the same and even more 
complex   tasks   by   using   personal   computers   and   free 
software.  Precise  and  comprehensive  definitions  of   the 









very   important   part   of   the   program  management   that  makes   the   program 
pleasant   to   listen   to   for   the   listeners.     Since  a   radio  program often   tends   to 
communicate with listeners in a rather intimate environment and atmosphere it 








otherwise   possible   by   using   expensive   equipment.   Since   in   many   cases 








communicate  with  other  people   expressing   their   opinions,   attitudes,  wishes, 
complaints,   solidarity   or   any   other   important  message   is   important.     This 
genuine human need is at the core of radio station and civic activities that some 
may call “from below” paradigm.  Radio stations do this by connecting telephone 
5 Segue is smooth proceeding from one tune into another tune or voice so the sounds are smoothly  
intervowen making transition pleasant to listeners.
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lines,   for   this   they   use   a     specially   designed  device   for   that   purpose   called 




have   developed   a   software   called  Call   Commander.     Call   Commander  is   a 
software package that interfaces personal computers equipped with audio cards 
with telephone hybrides. It may be used in GNU/Linux and Windows platform. It 
provides   the   user  with   all   the   necessary   controls   needed   for   the   successful 
management  of   telephone calls  and  including  them in on­air   radio program. 
the management of telephone calls needs concentration, and easy handling as 




citizens  by  using   telephone   lines   is  concerned.    Thus  various  polls  of  public 






technical  requirements to function properly.    Actually,   it requires a computer 
capable to perform audio tasks, stable and efficient operating system, available 
drivers,   good   quality   audio   card,   stable   and   precise   software   with   enough 
features   and   available   good   quality   peripheral   devices   such   as   amplifier, 
loudspeakers, microphone etc.   Audio software is not like text editor, it is much 
more complex.  We can say that really capable and easy to use audio software is 
not   older   than   6­7   years  which   is   not  much.     As   far   as   audio   software   for 
GNU/Linux is concerned we can say that powerful and easy to use software exist 
2 ­ 3 years.  But, audio applications written for GNU/Linux develop fast and there 
is   increasing   number   of   new   software   packages.    While  many   commercial 
software vendors have been acquired by larger companies in the recent years, we 
can say   that   rapid  development  of    GNU/Linux  audio  applications   is  getting 
more attention even in professional audio magazines.   This overview is focused 






management,   automation,   radio   program  broadcast   are   briefly   presented   in 
order to help those who may be interested to understand what they can to do 













localizing   manuals,   requesting   new   features   there   will   be   more   fields   of 
application of use of existing or newly created software packages.   This scan of 









It  does  have  discussion   list   so   the  users  may  ask  questions   that  are  usually 








University   Center   for   Computer   Research   in   Music   and   Acoustics,   USA. 
Collection   of      software   is   targeted   for   audio   and   video   artists   and   a   huge 
collection   of   software  may   be   used   in   various   fields   of   application.    Many 
technically   complicated   operations   such   as   kernel   patching   etc.   are   done 
automatically by using apt­get procedure on CCRMA.  Obviously, CCRMA people 
have done a great job for the users.  Planet CCRMA packages or whole CD image 
may   be   downloaded   freely   from   the   Planet   CCRMA   site. 
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/planetccrma/software/
Studio To Go  ­ is a complete music production environment on a single 








as   stable,  well   integrated and conceptualized.    You can  find  more details  on 
http://www.audioslack.com Those who like Slackware should not miss this link 
and join mailing list and ask for help so free audio software may be installed and 
used on Slackware GNU/Linux distribution.   Vector  Linux  is  Slackware based 


































































































































































































THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS 
CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS 
PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF 
THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR 
COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. 
BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT 
AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR 
GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR 
ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 
1. Definitions 
a. "Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or 
encyclopedia, in which the Work in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a 
number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent works in 
themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a 
Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for 
the purposes of this License. 
b. "Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and 
other pre-existing works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, 
fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, 
abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, 
transformed, or adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will 
not be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the 
avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording, 
the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image 
("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. 
c. "Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of 
this License. 
d. "Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work. 
e. "Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of 
this License. 
f. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has 
not previously violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who 
has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this 
License despite a previous violation. 
2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any 
rights arising from fair use, first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the 
copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable laws. 
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3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby 
grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the 
applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below: 
a. to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, 
and to reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collective Works; 
b. to create and reproduce Derivative Works; 
c. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and 
perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission the Work including as 
incorporated in Collective Works; 
d. to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and 
perform publicly by means of a digital audio transmission Derivative Works. 
e. For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:
i. Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the 
exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance rights 
society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public performance or 
public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work. 
ii. Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the 
exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a music rights agency 
or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any phonorecord 
You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the 
compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act 
(or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
f. Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where 
the Work is a sound recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, 
whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g. SoundExchange), 
royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to 
the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or 
the equivalent in other jurisdictions). 
The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or 
hereafter devised. The above rights include the right to make such modifications as are 
technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats. All rights not 
expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.
4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and 
limited by the following restrictions: 
a. You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally 
perform the Work only under the terms of this License, and You must include a 
copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every copy or 
phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or 
publicly digitally perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that 
alter or restrict the terms of this License or the recipients' exercise of the rights 
granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact all 
notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not 
distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the 
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Work with any technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a 
manner inconsistent with the terms of this License Agreement. The above applies to 
the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the 
Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this 
License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, 
to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required 
by clause 4(b), as requested. If You create a Derivative Work, upon notice from any 
Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Derivative Work any 
credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested. 
b. If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform 
the Work or any Derivative Works or Collective Works, You must keep intact all 
copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium or means 
You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) 
if supplied, and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another 
party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution in 
Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable means, the 
name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; to the extent 
reasonably practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor 
specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the 
copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and in the case of a 
Derivative Work, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Derivative Work 
(e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on 
original Work by Original Author"). Such credit may be implemented in any 
reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or 
Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other comparable 
authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other 
comparable authorship credit. 
5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer
UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, 
LICENSOR OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR 
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, 
STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, 
WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER 
DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, 
WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW 
THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT 
APPLY TO YOU.
6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE 
LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL 
THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR 
EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE 




a. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon 
any breach by You of the terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have 
received Derivative Works or Collective Works from You under this License, 
however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or 
entities remain in full compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 
will survive any termination of this License. 
b. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for 
the duration of the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, 
Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different license terms or to 
stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election 
will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is 
required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will 
continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above. 
8. Miscellaneous 
a. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective 
Work, the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work on the same terms 
and conditions as the license granted to You under this License. 
b. Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor 
offers to the recipient a license to the original Work on the same terms and 
conditions as the license granted to You under this License. 
c. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it 
shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this 
License, and without further action by the parties to this agreement, such provision 
shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid 
and enforceable. 
d. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach 
consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by the 
party to be charged with such waiver or consent. 
e. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the 
Work licensed here. There are no understandings, agreements or representations 
with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be bound by any 
additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This 
License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor 
and You. 
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